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Cannabis in Condos – Now that 
the Smoke has Cleared

 The Condo Act requires that rules be 
“reasonable”. Generally, Boards are 
given broad discretion in determining 
what kinds of rules will suit their unique 
communities. Only if a rule is patently 
unreasonable will a court be inclined to 
strike it down. As such, a rule prohibiting 
the smoking of cannabis in units and/
or on balconies could certainly be seen 
as reasonable. Ideally, any rule limiting 
cannabis use would also impose the same 
restrictions on tobacco. 

Contrary to often-held belief, the fact that 
these are legal substances in no way gives 
residents an absolute right to smoke them 
in their units or on their balconies. However, 
as with so many condo issues, putting a 
rule in place can be the easy part. Efficient 
and effective enforcement is where the 
real work is to be found.  

Once a complaint is received that 
a resident appears to be smoking 
cannabis, and the smell is transferring 
to the corridors or other units, the 
complainant should be asked to provide 
the dates and specific times that the 
smell transfer is noted, either in “real 
time” or via a weekly log. Obviously, 
this is easier in a building with on-site 
management or security, but is still 
possible even if those are not present. 
The complainant should be able to 
identify a rough area, or specific 
units that are suspected, however 
the corporation should investigate all 
units in the surrounding area to verify 
accuracy.  If this consumption can be 
documented over a course of several 
days, the data can then be analyzed 
for specific times of the day that 
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the offender is smoking cannabis. Once this has been 
narrowed down, the corporation has a few options to 
investigate.  

The Superintendent or the Board can be notified by the 
complainant of the occurrence and they can attend the 
area to verify. In real time. However this must be limited 
to certain times of the day as no one can be expected 
to be on 24-hour call for such an investigation. Another 
method that may hold merit is a third-party investigation, 
conducted either by someone like a security company 
hired only for this purpose, and will therefore have no 
vested interest and therefore cannot be accused of any 
bias. In all cases, if documentation has yielded a specific 
pattern of smoking, then this should be provided to 
the person investigating, as this can drastically narrow 
down the time frames for investigation, leading to more 
efficient investigation. 

Once the situation has been verified and the rulebreaker 
located, enforcement steps can be taken, including 
the possible involvement of the corporation’s 
solicitor in particularly serious cases. Should this not 
yield results, the corporation may have to proceed to 
mediation/arbitration or to court, depending on the 
specifics of the case.  

One way to possibly reduce in-suite cannabis 
consumption is for a Board to consider designating an 
outdoor location as a smoking area. While some may 
chafe at this notion, creating such an area may help 
alleviate tensions, ushering in harmony for all residents. 

Finally, to clear up another misconception, even if 
a condo corporation’s owners were to vote down a 
rule prohibiting cannabis smoking in units and/or on 
balconies, most condos already have an applicable 
existing rule preventing residents from carrying on any 
activities which will cause a nuisance or interfere with 
the quiet enjoyment of another unit. Corporations should 
contact their solicitors to consider whether such a rule, 
or other sections of their governing documents may be 
able to assist.  

With some planning and a little effort, a condominium 
community can nip cannabis issues in the “bud”. 
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